We have obtained deep [S II] jj6716, 6731 and continuum images of the Ðve classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) DP Tau, RW Aur, V536 Aql, LkHa 321, and V1331 Cyg. These CTTSs were selected for our imaging study because they either showed strong P Cygni absorptions in their spectra (LkHa 321, V1331 Cyg) or were known from long-slit spectroscopic studies to have bipolar jetlike outÑows (DP Tau, RW Aur, V536 Aql). For the latter three objects, the spatial extent and structure of the outÑows are studied here for the Ðrst time. In addition, LkHa 321 and V1331 Cyg were found to be associated with HerbigHaro (HH) objects and/or HH jets. In four cases, the jets or outÑows are bipolar, with the largest spatial extent seen in RW Aur (145A ; 0.1 pc for d \ 150 pc) and V1331 Cyg (360A ; 1 pc for d \ 550 pc). About 170A west of LkHa 321, we have serendipitously discovered a faint HH source, which we designate LkHa 321B.
INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of young stellar objects (YSOs) are observed to be the sources of Herbig-Haro (HH) objects, HH jets, or molecular outÑows (see, e.g., & Mundt Ray & Ray Bence, 1993 ; Mundt 1994 ; Eislo ffel 1996 ; Padman, & Richer These various objects di †er not only in 1997). mass and luminosity but also in their evolutionary stages. The youngest known YSOs with outÑows are probably some of the Class 0 sources, such as VLA 1623 (see, e.g., & Eislo †el which show no detectable HH Davis 1995), emission in the optical, but molecular line emission in the near-infrared or at millimeter wavelengths (e.g., in or H 2 CO). On the other hand, the oldest known outÑow sources are probably optically bright T Tauri stars (TTSs), which have small visual extinction values but detectable highvelocity [O I] jj6300, 6363 emission in their spectra. It has been argued by & Tademaru that the highKwan (1988) velocity forbidden line emission of classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) is produced by a well-collimated jet. This idea is supported by various observational studies (e.g., Hirth, Mundt, & Solf For many CTTSs, however, 1994a . high-velocity [O I] emission is so far the only direct hint of an outÑow, since only a fraction of all CTTSs show classical P Cygni proÐles in at least some of their lines or are known to be associated with HH objects or HH jets.
In this paper, we describe the results of a deep imaging study of Ðve CTTSs. All of these objects have been preselected from spectroscopic studies, in which they already showed evidence of strong mass loss. LkHa 321 and V1331 Cyg were selected because of their strong and deep P Cygni absorptions. DP Tau, RW Aur, and V536 Aql are known from the long-slit spectroscopic observations of Hirth et al.
to have bipolar jets or outÑows, but their (1994b, 1997) spatial extent and structure were only known along the slit direction. Our images show that all Ðve stars are associated with HH objects or bipolar HH jets, and these images show for the Ðrst time the detailed spatial structure and extent of the outÑows from the sources known from the long-slit spectroscopic observations. Because of our selection criteria, it is obvious that these stars are not representative of an average sample of CTTSs. Nevertheless, our study is a Ðrst step in investigating outÑows from more evolved outÑow sources.
OBSERVATIONS
All our images were taken in 1995 October at the 3.5 m telescope on Calar Alto, Spain. We used a Tektronix CCD in the prime focus of that telescope, which has 1024 ] 1024 pixels of 24 km ] 24 km, corresponding to a pixel size of and yielding a Ðeld of view of 6.9 ] 6.9 0A .404 ] 0A .404 arcmin2. For all the objects discussed here, images were taken through an [S II] jj6716, 6731 Ðlter centered on 6737 FWHM) and a red continuum Ðlter centered Ó (*j \ 66 Ó, on 7030 (*j \ 340 FWHM). For LkHa 321, we Ó Ó , obtained an additional image through an Ha Ðlter (j c \ 6581 *j \ 55 FWHM), which also includes emission Ó, Ó from the [N II] j6583 line.
RESULTS ON INDIVIDUAL OBJECTS

DP T au
The bipolar outÑow from DP Tau was Ðrst studied by et al. using long-slit spectroscopy. On their Hirth (1994b) spectra, the southwestern blueshifted Ñow can be traced for at least 10A, which led us to include this object in our target list. Further long-slit spectroscopy is discussed in et Hirth al.
The long-slit spectra showed that there are large (1997) . di †erences in excitation and radial velocity between the redshifted and blueshifted sides of the outÑow, at least for some Ñow sections. Such asymmetries are known in several other bipolar outÑows as well. The radial velocities of this bipolar outÑow are not very large (about ]60 km s~1 relative to the star for the northeastern redshifted jet), indicating that the jets are oriented relatively close to the plane of the sky.
In we display our [S II] jj6716, 6731 and con- Figure 1 , tinuum images of DP Tau. The brighter, but much shorter, northeastern redshifted jet can be traced only over 5A from the star, while the fainter and more di †use counterjet shows detectable emission up to a distance of about 27A. The structure of the jet and the counterjet is more clearly evident in the [S II][continuum image shown in Figure 1 (inset). When we draw a line through the northeastern jet and the southwestern counterjet in the [S II][continuum image, we derive a position angle of 40¡ for the jet, a value very similar to the 42¡ obtained by et al. About 43A northHirth (1994b). east of DP Tau there is another faint, di †use emission-line knot, which has been marked in Figure 1 . There might be an even fainter knot some 111A northeast from the star (i.e., outside the area shown in Both features are approx- Fig. 1 ). imately located on the jet axis. We also searched for distant HH emission beyond the apparent end of the southwestern counterjet but could not Ðnd any additional emission to within about 280A from the source.
RW Aur
This bright (V B 10.1 mag), strong emission line CTTS has been the subject of many spectroscopic studies (e.g., & Wolf & GiamGahm 1970 ; Appenzeller 1982 ; Mundt papa Direct spectroscopic evidence for mass loss 1982). from this object is provided only by a few lines (e.g., Na I jj5890, 5896 show a blueshifted absorption ; Mundt 1984) . RW Aur is a hierarchical triple system, the primary A having a separation of about at P.A. \ 256¡ from the 1A .4 close binary formed by B and C (separation 0A .12 ; Ghez, Neugebauer, & Matthews 1993 ).
An extended and relatively bright bipolar jet from RW Aur was discovered by et al. by long-slit specHirth (1994b) troscopy in Ha and several forbidden emission lines. In their long-slit spectrogram, the southeastern blueshifted jet extends over at least 22A. From our images shown in Figure  it is evident that the southeastern jet can be traced over 2, more than 100A, i.e., much farther than on the long-slit spectra of et al. whose slit did not have the Hirth (1994b), optimal position angle (P.A. \ 125¡, instead of 130¡). The total spatial extent of the bipolar outÑow from RW Aur is at least 145A, corresponding to 0.11 pc (for d \ 150 pc). We note that in Figure 2 we display only those regions where [S II] emission is evident, but our [S II] CCD frame would have recorded any jet emission up to about 200A southeast and 160A northwest from the star.
The [S II][continuum image illustrates best the structure and brightness distribution of the bipolar jets close to the star. The ringlike emission in this di †erence image, as in the di †erence images of the other bright stars studied here (such as V1331 Cyg and LkHa 321), is an artifact, probably resulting from a reÑection at (or in) the [S II] Ðlter.
From it is evident that the jet is rather knotty on Figure 2 both sides of the star. On the more extended southeast side, at least 10 knots can be discerned. western counterjet is much brighter than the more extended southeastern jet, as already evident from the long-slit spectra of et al.
Beyond about 10A, however, Hirth (1994b). the counterjet strongly fades in brightness and is much fainter than the jet. We note that the jet and counterjet of RW Aur di †er not only in their morphology and brightness distribution but also in their velocity.
et al. Hirth (1994b) found the radial velocity (relative to the star) of the south-eastern jet to be [190 km s~1, while a velocity of only ]100 km s~1 is measured on the opposite side. These radial velocities also show that the bipolar jets are not oriented close to the plane of the sky. A. B 110¡) ; i.e., at a position angle similar to that derived from the long-slit spectroscopy for the blueshifted part of the outÑow. Five emission-line knots can be seen on the [S II][continuum image, the closest of which (A) is about from the star, the most distant being about 16A. 4A .2 Furthermore, the four knots BÈD are "" connected ÏÏ by faint emission. On the [S II][continuum image, it appears that these knots trace a jet that is somehow being deÑected at the brightest knot, B. When our continuum CCD frame is displayed at sufficiently high contrast, a faint and di †use reÑec-tion nebula can be seen west and northwest of the star, up to a distance of about 5A. On our [S II] image there may also be a very faint counterjet visible pointing toward P.A. \ 320¡, i.e., approximately along the line through the star and knot B (P.A. \ 130¡) and extending up to 175A from V536 Aql. Deeper images are, however, required to prove the reality of this very faint feature. On the southeast side of the star, no HH emission could be found on our [S II] frame beyond knot E up to a distance of 210A from the star.
L kHa 321
This CTTS has been little studied so far. It is of relatively early spectral type (G1), and its emission lines are of only moderate strength & Kuhi It was selected for (Cohen 1979) . our study because it shows prominent blueshifted absorption features in the Na I jj5890, 5896 resonance lines Unpublished Multiple Mirror Telescope (Mundt 1984) . echelle spectra of Ha and Hb obtained by one of us (R. M.) also show broad P Cygni absorption in these lines. The distance of the dark cloud complex in which LkHa 321 is embedded has been estimated by et al. at Shevchenko (1991) 550 pc. These authors also studied the variability of the star in the UBV bands and found small variations of about 0.05È0.1 mag in V .
In we show [S II] jj6716, 6731, continuum, and There are large di †erences in brightness between individual knots. The only evidence for a counterÑow is the faint and di †use knot F seen in the [S II][continuum image. This knot is also indicated in an Ha continuum image. In Ha (which is not displayed here), the jet shows a structure similar to that seen in [S II]. No additional faint HH emission could be detected along the outÑow axis up to the edges of our CCD frame, at distances of 150A toward P.A. B 28¡ and 290A toward P.A. B 208¡.
The continuum image suggests a weak arclike reÑection nebula curved toward the jet, the axis of which is oriented approximately along the jet axis. Such a morphology is observed in many other outÑow sources as well (e.g., Brugel, & Bu hrke Mundt, 1987) 3.5. L kHa 321B Some 170A west of LkHa 321, we have found a new faint outÑow source. For the sake of simplicity, we call it LkHa 321B. The [S II] image shown in provides a Ðnding Figure 5 chart for this source. The two insets in that Ðgure ([S II] and continuum) show details of the structure of this nebulous object and its associated emission-line knot. It is located about northwest of the source. This presumed HH 3A .5 object is also visible on our Ha frame of that region, where it shows practically the same structure as in [S II]. From our data it is not clear whether the source is indeed directly visible or whether we observe only a compact reÑection nebula, as in several other HH sources (see, e.g., & Eislo ffel Mundt We have measured the position of LkHa 1998). 321B relative to LkHa 321 and derived the following coordinates :
(B1950.0). The a \ 20h59m59s .55, d \ 49¡39@55A .6 source is not listed in the IRAS Point Source Catalog.
V 1331 Cyg (L kHa 120)
This peculiar CTTS has long been known for the strong P Cygni absorption in many of its lines (e.g., Kuhi 1964 ;  and it was selected for Chavarria-K. 1981 ; Mundt 1984) , this study for this reason. This star has also long been known for its ringlike reÑection nebula a (Kuhi 1964) , feature that is apparently associated with similar, but larger, ringlike structures of molecular emission (McMuldroch, Sargent, & Blake The variability of V1331 Cyg has 1993). been studied by and et al. Kolotilov (1983) Shevchenko The latter authors also estimated a distance of 550 (1991) . pc to the dark cloud region in which V1331 Cyg is embedded.
In we display the region around V1331 Cyg in axis deÐned by the star and knot A and are, therefore, presumably powered by the bipolar outÑow from V1331 Cyg. It is not clear whether this is also the case for the more western knots D, E, and F. These are located in a direction 30¡ west of the outÑow axis and could also be powered by another YSO in the region. The total spatial extent of the bipolar outÑow from V1331 Cyg is at least 360A, corresponding to 1 pc (at d \ 550 pc). Thus, it is comparable in and we therefore assume a wind (Mundt 1984) , velocity of this value (which presumably represents an upper limit). With this wind velocity, the angle i between the outÑow axis and the line of sight is 42¡ ; i.e., the outÑow is oriented relatively close to the line of sight. Such a relatively small angle i of the outÑow axis and of any possible cometary reÑection nebula might also explain why the reÑection nebula appears ringlike. It would be rather interesting to see whether other of the few YSOs with ringlike reÑection nebulae (e.g., V1057 Cyg) also show indications of small inclination angles. In the case of V1057 Cyg, no radial velocity data on its forbidden emission lines are available, but the high brightness of this star in the U and B bands during its FU Orionis outburst (see, e.g., sugHerbig 1977) gests a relatively small extinction by its circumstellar disk and therefore a relatively small inclination angle.
DISCUSSION
For all Ðve CTTSs observed in this study, we found an extended jet or several associated HH objects. This is a rather high detection rate. As mentioned above, the imaged TTSs are highly preselected on the basis of previous spectroscopic studies, but a 100% success rate still appears somewhat surprising. Our study indicates that TTSs that show spectroscopic evidence for mass loss, such as strong forbidden emission lines or strong P Cygni absorptions, have a high probability of being associated with an extended jet or HH emission. The latter correlation has already been found by et al. Mundt (1987) . It is also interesting that apparently more evolved TTSs, such as RW Aur, which seem to no longer be embedded in any molecular cloud material and which are not associated with a reÑection nebula, show such extended bipolar jets. This brings up the question of the time evolution of various jet properties, such as the spatial extent, opening angle, and surface brightness. Obviously, an unbiased study of a much larger sample of TTSs should be carried out for a reasonable study of evolutionary e †ects. Our images indicate that any investigation in this direction could be better done with a 4 mÈclass telescope, in order to be able to Ðnd very faint HH objects or jets.
Whether the collimated outÑows indicated in the forbidden emission line proÐles of various CTTSs (Kwan &  Tademaru  see also  et al.  would be 1988, 1995 ; Hirth 1994a) detectable as extended jets on an [S II] CCD frame depends on a number of factors. First, it depends on the jet density ; but it also largely depends on the heating of outÑowing gas by shocks. If these shocks are excited by internal velocity variations (e.g., then such a jet will only be Raga 1995), visible if sufficiently numerous and strong variations in its source exist over a long enough timescale. If this were the only important mechanism for exciting internal shocks, then jets from CTTSs should still be visible in a relatively tenuous environment. Note that YSO jets have very high Mach numbers (10È30) and will therefore increase their diameter relatively slowly with increasing distance from the source, independent of the external pressure ; i.e., because of the relatively small jet opening angle, the surface brightness of the jet is not expected to decrease very strongly with increasing distance from the source. This all means that any study of the evolution of TTS jets would also provide important insights into shock excitation mechanisms in YSO jets.
It has long been known that most sources of HH jets are associated with a reÑection nebula in the optical (e.g., et al. which may also be an indicator of youth. Mundt 1987), It is rather interesting that two of our jet sources (DP Tau and RW Aur) show no indication of a reÑection nebula on our CCD frames. A similar case is the bipolar jet source Th 28
where no reÑection nebula could be (Krautter 1986), found on Hubble Space T elescope images, quite in contrast to most other CTTSs studied with HST so far (K. Stapelfeldt 1998, private communication ; et al. Stapelfeldt 1997) . Which factors, other than evolutionary age, determine the presence of such a reÑection nebula ? It is conceivable that companions are an important factor ; they may remove any circumstellar gas faster than possible in a single star.
